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With strong intention,
change is
easily
manifested . . .

From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

Our bodies are our oldest wisdom.*
Through awareness practice
we remember
who we really are.
We are beginning to know
how past, present and future
are all here now
in this moment.
How our arms are wide enough
to bring those faraway,
perhaps not even in this world,
near, into the circle.
Our bodies know how to do this This capacity to be consciously inclusive,
to choose a different way,
to practice abundant compassion
and notice what it feels like
in our bodies. How
it floods through
the fullness of our being.

Courageous enough to reveal it,
live it out. Feeling
the self-annihilating demons flit about
in that familiar dark place
at the very same time
the joy and well-being,
the pure happiness
of a beautiful spring day,
running through our bodies.

It is our human birthright our destiny and our responsibility.
Breathing like an anemone,
a nudibranch,
the salty ebb and flow
of gentle tidal rocking
there among the rocks
of the now-deep shoreline.
Fluttering of diaphanous membrane
in liquid suspension - floating
exchange of nutrients and oxygen.
Our cells remember
when we take time
to touch the past that is here now
in our hands.

So amazing!
To be human and able to embrace
both at once
and several times a day.**
We are all these things
And more.***

Working hard to grow the capacity
to be transparent - fully alive
and present to what’s real
in each moment.
* One of the Blood Mysteries
** From Mary’s poem for Margot’s 16th birthday
*** From Suzanne Lichau’s song
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Connect with the magic; check out our Leadership Hoop

T

here’s something new afoot in Red Lodge! More than 30 people have participated or listened in later
to the three initial Leadership Hoop calls. True, this time it’s special for members, so if you aren’t
already a member, maybe it’s time to take the plunge and join in! And if you are a Red Lodge member,
maybe you can make time for this. We’ll be sharing personal perspectives and woman’s way wisdom
about the Blood Mysteries on the next call, coming right up – Thursday, June 27, 6 PM PDT.

And, as we launch this Hoop, we are also responding to your call for a secure members’ blog to deepen our
connections. So far, it’s focused on the Leadership Hoop topics, as a way to get started. But hey! It’s an open
forum and a way to share from the open doorway of our daily lives.

“The authentic voice is rising
through practice and courage,
and held by others with open hearts.
When each do this for the other, we rise together...
we rise empowered.”
Once you’re on the blog, you may also wish to check out the Resources. We have posted a wonderful collection of wisdom teachings, stories, poems and exercises. There’s a lot of good stuff there. Take a look!

T

he Leadership Hoop started in March with
the exciting recognition that we are joining
women all over the globe to ignite each other
and create change in our selves and our world.
We are Rising in Woman’s Way!! We explored
how our 15 principles shine a light on what
woman’s way is, guide our intention to be inclusive, welcoming the leader in each of us, and
help us cultivate our own indigenous soul. In
April we shared cross-cultural wisdom teachings
about the Four Directions. May’s call focused
on our mentors, teachers and ancestors as we
inquired into how their wisdom mirrors our own
inner strength and helps us claim our gifts.

Contact Sharma to join the Leadership Hoop, access the blog or get more information.
--- MORE
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Here are comments from participants to inspire you:
“Our call still percolating within. It has been powerful to revisit the 15 Principles… As I continue to distill the rich fare shared last night I am feeling that leadership is the natural expression of an individual
claiming themselves deeply. AND this deep claiming is achieved in community. The authentic voice rising
through practice and courage, and held by others with open hearts. When each do this for the other, we
rise together...we rise empowered.”
“I want to be remembered for asking questions…
that invite us to reflect on the real gifts we bring
to community. That invite us to be just a tad more
vulnerable than we typically feel comfortable being.
I want to be remembered for changing. For being
always a little bit surprising, as I discover and share
more of who I am in community… I want to be remembered for taking the risk to say yes...and to say
no...trusting that who I really am is enough.”
“Tonight’s call was spectacular… Thank you all
for this amazing level of support and connectivity as I (age 60) take my first few steps in my
big girl panties. One more thing, the Glade of 4
Directions was a wonderful journey!”

Leadership Hoop Schedule
Th, June 27, 6 PM PDT		
Awareness of the Blood Mysteries
Th, Aug 29, 6 PM PDT		
Claiming Our Feminine Power
Th, Sept 26, 6 PM PDT		
Transparency & Accountability
							in Leadership
Th, Oct 24, 6 PM PDT			
Role of the Witness
Th, Nov 21, 6 PM PST			
Ritual and Ceremony
Th, Dec 19, 6 PM PST			GiveAway

Become A Member

Renew

Join WWRL Leadership Hoop
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Red Lodge raises $3,302 to help women in Nepal and
Kenya with education and empowerment
by Amy Morrison, administrative assistant

D

eep gratitude to the many Red Lodge supporters who shared your financial abundance with our sisters in
Nepal and Kenya. Whether it was $10 or $1000 or somewhere in between, your dollars went directly to
help lift a girl or woman out of poverty. After all the monies were collected and totaled, Red Lodge transferred
$2,136 to Sahayatri Nepal and $1,166 to the Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement (CEPACET) in Kenya.
Just one month after sending these funds, let’s take a look at what our donations have accomplished.

Can you imagine not being able to attend school because of not having the funds for basic human needs? Contributions from Red Lodge members and subscribers supported a newly established Sewing Center in the slums
of Nairobi, Kenya. At the Center, not only are women learning important sewing skills to help generate income,
they are sewing school uniforms for orphans and moonpads for school girls. In Nairobi, many times a girl will
have to stay home from school during her menses because she lacks pads. And children without uniforms are
barred from attending school. As the Sewing Center is tackling several problems at once, so are Red Lodge donors helping girls stay in school all month long, orphans attend school, and women attain lucrative sewing skills
that will help lift them out of poverty.
Our friend at CEPACET, Executive Director Jared Akama Ondieki writes, “Thanks for the support you have given
me and CEPACET to continue being of help to the communities here in Kenya.
“Through your help, the sewing project has seen some progress. We used the donation to move into a better
--- MORE
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premise which is more secure and is in better condition. The initial premise had no cemented floor which was
posing a challenge with the machine balance. We paid 4 months of rent upfront, meaning we will not struggle
with rent for the next 4 months. The rent is $90 per month.
“We have also hired a professional trainer who will train women on dress making and tailoring (the lady in
red in the photos). She is called Ms. Cheriah. We also managed to purchase three more sewing machines and
furniture which included two tables and eight seats.
“We have also ordered and paid for materials which will be used to make school uniforms for 32 needy
children in the community.
“More steps have been made towards making this center a source for cheap clothing and a source of income
to the women as they also acquire skills. Thanks Red lodge for making us part of your family.”
And thanks from us at Red Lodge to the women at the Sewing Center for allowing us to participate in this
project of empowerment and hope and to Jared for your vision, collaboration and hard work!
Another inspiring leader Red Lodge works with is Indira Ghale, a Nepalese woman who leads Sahayatri Nepal,
helping marginalized and disempowered girls and women. To kick off our Sayahatri drive, Red Lodge screened
the film Girl Rising on Vashon Island. In the film the Nepalese girl Suma describes her experiences as a kamlari;
she became a bonded laborer at age 6. Having gained her freedom and now getting an education, Suma helps
other kamlari get free. (Even though the practice of kamlari was outlawed by the Nepalese government in
2006, it is still being practiced, especially in rural areas.)
Indira helps girls obtain liberation from kamlari, as well as from sex trafficking. She writes, “In the month of the
May (2013), we were able to help two survivors in Kathmandu Nepal.
1. Preeti (name changed) aged 5 years and the victim of rape. We raised money for her to get an operation
necessary because of the rape. She is right now ok and preparing to go to school. We are also providing the
scholarship for her future education.
2. Mansori, a widow, got a grant to start a small business to support her children. She has two daughters and
one son; her husband died of kidney failure. She has started a food cart business, selling momo (Nepalese
dumplings) and vegetables. She is very happy and gives the commitment to do her best for the future of her
children and to be a role model in our society.
“Next month we are planning to support one woman for the operation of a tumor and to offer jewelry making training for the slum women in Thapathali, near the Bagmati River. Soon, we are planning to go to the far
western region to support to the Badi women, who are traditional prostitute caste. I will let you know more if
we sucess to get there. Please pray for us. Thanks for the kind co-operation.”
Red Lodge donors have helped facilitate Indira’s work, as she, like Jared, works tirelessly to help others through
education, empowerment, access to services and speaking out for justice. “Helping others in need is healing
to your soul,” tweeted Jared recently. While Red Lodge members and subscribers do soul work in myriad ways,
helping support our sisters in Kenya and Nepal brings us closer as co-citizens of this Planet, helps us feel gratitude for what we have in abundance and affirms the power of giving, hope and peace.

CONTRIBUTE HERE to either of these projects.
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Red Lodge Hoop News

From our sisters of the Three Rivers Hoop in Vermont, comes their May 2013 gathering:

We had a beautiful labyrinth walk for our May Hoop. Women drummed and rang singing bowls while their sisters walked the stone spiral. We were there for two hours as each of us took a turn bringing a question to the
center, awaiting the answer, and then walking out again. We shared drawings, paintings, thoughts and poems
in the beautiful sunshine amid a field of dandelions. It was a perfect spring day.

From our sisters of the Pikes Peak Hoop in Colorado, comes their June 2013 gathering:

The women of Pikes Peak Hoop gathered to “honor our mentors”. Fifteen women brought blooms and stories.
We called the directions then called our mothers, grandmothers, sisters, lifelong friends, teachers, yogis,
spiritual teachers, fathers. Our sacred space was filled with love,
respect and reverence for those mentors that brought us to our
“now”. The blooms were as beautiful as the stories—mums,
roses, petunias, snowball blooms, dandelions, bleeding hearts
and more. Our center cloth was the baby quilt made from
flour sacks and scraps of fabric by Dawn’s Great grandmother.
Our crystal bowl was filled with sacred waters gathered from
Mother Cabrini Shrine in Denver and water gathered by our
dear Sophia. The water was surrounded by a seven generation
family of Matrioshka women. The directional candles were
cradled by “Gramma’s tea cup”, “mom’s plate”, “my china” and
“a plate gifted from a dear friend”. We laughed and cried and
sang and danced and drummed and laughed and cried some more. And, when we were filled to the top….
our hearts open and overflowing, we sang again. “When you look in your sisters eyes, praise her, praise her,
for she’s been laid down for centuries. Sing Alleluia, Sing Alleluia!” by Shawna Carol. Blessed be.

And from our sisters of the Flagstaff Hoop in Arizona, comes their May 2013 gathering:

Our sister NiCara led us through the sacred four directions and associated archetypes and Goddesses. It was a
magical evening full of learning and giving and receiving and building sacred trust. NiCara navigated as we explored the sacred directions through song, guided meditation, nurturing touch and more. We met in a new gathering place – Ever Changing Leaf – a lovely peaceful space perfect for supporting us as we journey together.
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Celebrating Earth Day with Sacred Yellow Drum in Flagstaff

S

acred Yellow Drum and the Flagstaff Hoop were out at the city’s Earth Day celebration for the third year on April 20.
This year Hoop member NiCara had the wonderful idea of kids making little egg rattles, and it was a hit! Rattling and
drumming with SYD was mainly drawing in the little ones on this day ,and it was a pleasure to be a part of. WWRL Lodgekeeper and Hoop facilitator Sharma Whitchurch and her two boys Max and Ari were in town for her Mom’s 70th birthday
so they were able to join us. It was nice to have Flag Hoop womyn meet Sharma, connecting the Three Rivers Hoop to
ours. We shared information about WWRL Drumming Into the Season
events and talked with a lot of folks about Red Lodge, the 15 principles
we share and pointed folks to the web page for more info. Red Lodge
roots are growing strong here in Northern Arizona, and we are all so
happy to be a part of this! It was a windy spring day, which can be
rough—the tables fell two-three times! We are used to the wind here,
and it was a great event to be a part of! Thank you to all who were
involved. In service, Madrone

We appreciate your support!
We send out a heartfelt welcome to
our new Lodge SisterS two hailing from Vashon Island, WA
one from Seattle and one from Napa, CA
We are very happy to welcome new members to

Support Circle -

from Des Moines, Renton and Edgewood, WA;
and from Westburke, VT

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.

			 Join			 Renew		
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A moonlodge is born…
women’s sanctuary for rest and renewal

Give yourself the gift of Red Lodge
JOIN

DONATE
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THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU

THANK YOU THANK YOU

Moonlodge Song
Let us light a candle
For our daughters.
Let us light a candle
For our daughters.
May they find their way home.
May they find their way home.

Sisters bring your sisters,
Brothers bring your mothers
May we find our way home
May we find our way home.
		
			- by Mary Mitchell, 2013
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Sacred Groves hosts Rite of Passage Journeys:
honoring and celebrating life transitions for girls
Rite of Passage Journeys is pleased to offer two opportunities
for girls coming of age to step into their adolescence with
love, support, and the wisdom of female mentors who have
traveled this path before them.

Becoming a Young Woman : (ages 12-14) July 7 – 13

This week-long experience is designed to help girls cross the
bridge between childhood and youth in love and beauty. It
will help them reach young womanhood with a deeper sense
of themselves, their own inner and outer beauty and the
gifts they bring to the world, so that they may walk through
their teen years with strength and self-confidence.
Enrollment closing shortly, register ASAP! Scholarships available.

Coming of Age for Girls : (ages 12-14) August 11 – 24

This two-week backpacking journey for Girls is a unique opportunity to celebrate and honor the changes of
this time in a girl’s life. Like thousands of women before her, she will be welcomed into the larger community with a fuller understanding of the creative and visionary power inherent in her gifts as a woman.
Each program is limited to 9 participants, so register early! Scholarships may be available.
www.riteofpassagejourneys.org
425-485-7396

Important Dates to Remember
4th Thursdays, Aug-Oct
3rd Thursdays, Nov-Dec
July 14-16				
Oct. 15				
Oct 14-Nov 5			
Sun, Nov 17			
Sat, Nov. 30			
Sat, Dec 7				

Leadership Hoop Calls (for members)
Leadership Hoop Calls (for members)
Lodgekeeper Retreat
Deadline for Nominations to Lodgekeeper Circle
Member/Fund Drive - events all over!
Handcraft Fair, Tacoma
Giving Thanks Sweatlodge (for women)
Annual Meeting, Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island
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The Heart of Community

Vashon Wilderness Program drums with Buffalo Heart
by Stacey Hinden, Vashon Wilderness Program Executive Director

T

raditions run deep at the Vashon Wilderness Program. Core routines of nature awareness and wilderness
survival that have been utilized by indigenous cultures over millennia are distilled and made accessible
to young children so that they too may feel deeply connected to the natural world. These practices not only
enliven our students, but weave together the community of youth, mentors, parents and elders that is VWP.
This spring, we began yet another tradition - that of drumming together.

Thanks to Mary Shackelford, associated with VWP as an elder,
and Mary Mitchell (Memo), our
VWP community was introduced
to Buffalo Heart, a gorgeous and
huge community drum. Made
of real buffalo hide and sinew,
the Woman’s Way Red Lodge
community drum has traveled to
many gatherings, near and far,
to share ceremonial drumming
for many years. In May, children
in our Wind Gatherer program
for 4-6 year olds both in West
Seattle and on Vashon Island, as
well as those in our Fire Tender
program for 7-12 year olds on
Vashon, joined Mary, Memo and
Buffalo Heart for an hour-long introduction to traditional drumming, songs, stories and dance.
“It was amazing to see those kids beating the drum together - it was as if they had one hand, one heart,” noted
a Fire Tender parent. This comes as no surprise, for according to research, using simple repetitive beats can
actually unify the heartbeats of those drumming in circle together. Memo says that “the result is a physiological sense of community as well as the emotional/psychological bonding that comes from dancing and singing
together and from the sheer enjoyment of the process.”
We sure had a great time! After some simple instructions on how to hold and when to use the drumsticks,
the children took turns singing/making rhythm and dancing around the drum. Without the need to learn
formal dance steps, everyone shared in the lively movement that both expressed the energy of the sound
and gave vitality back to the drummers. Parents, too, added their voices and movement to create a truly
uplifting community celebration.
The ceremonial aspects of the experience were especially important for the kids, beginning with acknowledging ourselves together in the present moment and space, as well as making a special greeting
--- MORE
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to Buffalo Heart itself. “Our kids learn (at VWP)
to respect all living things and to feel grateful
for all the life that supports them. Buffalo Heart
was made from a real animal. That’s a powerful
thing for the kids to realize and to treat it with
care,” mentioned one Wind Gatherer parent.
Like all good traditions, we circled ‘round once
again on May 31st when Buffalo Heart and
Mary returned to the Vashon community for
our end of year celebration. VWP looks forward to finding our own special rhythms, song
and community traditions with Buffalo Heart in
the years to come.

“Drumming with Buffalo Heart offered an experience to all of us
that entered the sacred in a welcoming and friendly way. The kids
were quickly and easily initiated to a conduct with Buffalo Heart
that was both respectful to the drum and trusted them to drum. It
was a beautiful, fun, powerful experience for all involved. I loved
watching the different groups of kids come into synchronicity with
each other, and the other kids (adults too) joining in with song or
dance. A marvelous community experience.”
						~ parent of a Fire Tender
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There
is nothing said in the circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves its way in
and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim. Each speaks a story, in turn. When
all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our
own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry. We can walk away with it when we
are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
In March, Grammy Pammy had a dream about Sharma selling talking sticks at a booth. Then she got
the Equinox Hearth Letter, and lo and behold! there was a picture of one of the beaver sticks she
gave away at Long Dance. Sharma had enhanced her gift with more decoration, and it was shared in
Hearth Letter with her Talking Stick story. They talked, and through their connection, Pam’s poem is
now on Sharma’s altar along with the beaver stick, and this story comes to our circle.
What’s next? Are you sitting on the rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle here? Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact us.

Beaver came to me

by Pam Tillson

T

wo years ago, I was asked to be Grandmother of Long Dance,
a summer gathering of women. I was honored by the asking
and wanted to give each woman a gift that would symbolize my
feelings of what community means to me and also for the love I
felt for each of the women.
As I pondered what I would gift to them, I read an article in our
local newspaper about a friend and local potter who for ten
years had been gathering beaver sticks for a firing in his Anagama
Dragon Kiln. An artist friend of his was deeply impacted by the
sticks, stating, “I became transfixed by their diversity of forms and
textural tooth-chiseled surfaces as a person who has done a lot of
wood sculpture myself.”
I thought, “Ah, that’s it! I will ask my friend if I can meet with
him to see if he would be willing to share some of the sticks.”
When I met with my him, he gave me one chewed beaver stick
and said, “Now go out and find your own.”
--- MORE
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So began the process of searching and gathering the tooth-chiseled beaver sticks.
In the journey to find the sticks, I was taken to many places: beaches of the Pacific Ocean, the Columbia River
and many other rivers, streams and beaver ponds in the vicinity where I live. Many friends and acquaintances
also searched and found sticks for me which helped tremendously. I found it took a lot of time and effort to
find the 60 sticks that I wanted to decorate.
The searching and the decorating was transformational for me, and it gave me time to practice my challenge to
be patient. Out of the process I came up with this poem:

Beaver walks with me.
She grounds me,
She inspires me,
She carries me.
I have not seen her,
only her evidence of chewed trees
and branches of all sizes.
She motivates me to use what
has fallen from her clutches.
I am drawn to share and decorate
each stick.
I say a prayer with each precious
chewed stick.
Her wisdom, her diligence, have
been with me for months.
And when I feel too tired to go on,
she walks with me,
she grounds me,
she inspires me,
she carries me.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Solstice Celebration

4Directions Staffs made by Children • Sacred
Fire • Bracelets for Kenyan Women • Prayers to
heal the Waters • Dances of Universal Peace •
Stories and Poems by the Drum • Crone Wisdom
Sizzling Solstice Sweat • Salutation to the Sun
• Circle of Sound• Medicine Wheel Mandala •
Drumming and Singing with All Ages
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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NOV 17, 1938 – MAR 31, 2013
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Written by Mary G.L. Shackelford. Designed by Drai.

I

n 2005, Mary interviewed Grandma Billie Sockwomyn at her home near Joyce, WA. This was one of many
interviews Mary did as preparation and potential material for a book, provisionally called Moon Soup for

the Goddess Soul, which the Long Dance community wanted written to record some of the stories and the
empowering impact the Long Dance has had for many, many women. The book was Connor’s vision, and
together she and Mary worked on the project, but eventually it was laid down, partly because it is so
difficult to know where to start and where to stop, difficult to find words to convey the essence of Long
Dance while also preserving the mystery that supports such depth and healing. However, Mary completed
about a dozen interviews and wrote her notes up as stories, which she then shared with each person to
verify accuracy and get permission to publish. What follows is the story of Grandma Billie.

21

T

en miles out of town, on the road to the end of the world, Grandma Billie Sockwomyn lives in a
small red house

with her husband, Melvin, a retired millworker whose family came to the

Port Angeles area in the 1880’s. For nearly 40 years, Grandma Billie has lived right here on ten acres
of open land at the Northwest edge of the continent. Born in Texas and coming to Port Angeles
from California when her father moved the family to “God’s country” as he called it, Billie was
married at eighteen, had three children

one after another and returned to school for training

as an LPN ten years after graduating from the local high school. She then worked steadily through
the years, raising children, cows, chickens, geese, pigs, horses and a vegetable garden, selling
what the family didn’t use for extra cash. In 2004, Grandma retired to enjoy her six grands and now
even her great-grands.

G

randma’s home is cluttered with the accumulation of her years. There are boxes

piled

high in the corners, and every tabletop, shelf and cabinet is occupied with baskets, bric-a-

brac and bottles. Several china presses are filled to overflowing, and framed family photographs
adorn the walls. Southwest patterned blankets and rugs splash geometry and color throughout her
home; an American flag

carefully sheathed in a protective plastic sleeve awaits unfurling.

The bookshelves are packed to overflowing; unlikely titles for a nearly 70 year old country nurse
lodged here in the boonies with her earthy man-of-the-woods husband: The Way of the Shaman,

Quantum Healing, Maps to Ecstasy, The Crone, When God Was A Woman and The Spiral Dance
22

tucked carefully on the shelves behind boxes of top ramen

variety packs and chicken

noodle soup from COSTCO. A corner of the dining room is given over to a large stack of drums, a
variety of shapes, sizes and styles, each one carefully swathed in colorful cloths or stowed in
individual drum bags. Hercules, the China pug, noses about to extract a drumstick to chew on, and
Grandma clucks and scolds him.

R

ocking in her favorite chair, Grandma sits in the living room. Sacred female figures

candles

and feathers abound. On one wall hang nearly a dozen masks, faces of the goddess.

Underneath, a table holds her personal altar: candles, sacred objects, representations of the
goddess, the center figure gaily bedecked and beribboned, the mantra “reinforce your intentions
everyday” calling her to daily prayer. Now in her late 60’s, Grandma Billie is a striking crone.
Although she sometimes stoops and shuffles, the years beginning to gather in her bones, Grandma
holds herself tall and proud. Her skin is soft, and her eyes are clear. Her bright clothes attest to an
irrepressible spirit with a penchant for the unexpected, the Sockwomyn of her name having come
as a result of her predilection for crazywild socks.

S

he came to be Grandma, Billie explains, when she joined
Connor Sauer on the 1992 river trip down the Colorado

River. Over the years, many Long Dance women have
traveled with Connor, who knew boatwomen to hire as
guides and organized trips for women to raft the Grand
Canyon. After putting in at Lee’s Ferry, Connor pulled up
around the first bend, and by way of honoring Billie, she
asked, “Grandma, would you say a prayer for us, please?”
Afterwards the other women called Billie “Grandma,” and,
on that river trip, Grandma became her role; she did the
praying.

And, according to Grandma, the rapids of the

Grand Canyon required a lot of serious praying! “I said to the
other women, when we would pull up to scout a rapid we
could hear roaring and raging in front of us, I said, ‘You look. I’ll pray.’” After the river trip, Grandma
continued referring to herself that way, and it carried over until the next Long Dance when all the
women called her Grandma.

“

It’s a role I’m very comfortable in. People would say to me, ‘Well you’re not that old.’ But that’s
not the point. It’s a term of respect and acknowledgement as an elder, as one who knows how

to give unconditional love, how to care for you just because you are you and that’s all you need
to be. Being a grandmother, not only in my family, it’s something that has been part of me for a
23

very long time. It felt natural and good to be in that role, like I knew in my bones about being a
grandma even before I was born! It’s an old thing in my soul; it’s my life’s purpose.”

T

oday, Grandma wears a bright, blood-red shirt beneath her black woolen jumper, a sparkle of
rhinestones delicately splashed across the collar and three earrings in each ear, studs of pearl

and ladybug

and silver danglies with dark red stones she purchased at one of the

womanfests she traveled to some years ago. Her hair is cut short, butch-style and spiked on top to
stand straight up, a persona she adopted almost 20 years ago after she had come to the drums.

A

s Grandma Billie tells it, finding her way to the drums was the major turning point of her life. It’s
how she found her Cherokee ancestry and her spiritual practice, how she came to Long

Dance, how she discovered who she really is: Grandma Billie Sockwomyn. “I was 50 years old when
it first started in 1988,” she says.

“

I went to a retreat in September on Lake Crescent. Connor was there,
and she brought her family of Taos drums.

She had the big one we

later came to use as a mother drum for Long Dance, and smaller drums
down to little ones, maybe six or eight of them. She set them up in a circle.
Delores Shadow Wolf was there with me, though of course, Delores didn’t
have her Shadow Wolf name yet. She sat down at one of the bigger ones,
and I watched. Delores said, ‘Come on Billie, don’t you want to try?’ But I
was uneasy. I was scared. ‘Nooooo,’ I said. ‘I don’t think so,’ I said. Now,
when I think back on it, I think right from the start I was struck at my core. Right away, the drums
spoke to me at the center of my being. I think I knew right from the first that something would
change inside, that the drums would be important to me. And I was afraid. At first.

“

Because a month or so later, Connor brought the drums to belly dancing. I got involved with
belly dancing when I was 38 years old. I did it for 17 years; it was the first thing I did for myself
that wasn’t about kids or my husband. We formed a troupe here, the
Rubiyat, and we performed around, you know. And the times it was the
best was when we performed for women-only audiences. In a way, that
laid the ground-work for what was to come to me through the drums. I
met the goddess through belly dancing. I learned about awakening the
sacred feminine, because that’s what belly dancing is, a sacred form of
calling forth the divine goddess. Before, I had gone to church, but there
was always this missing piece. When I started belly dancing, I learned
what that missing piece was. It was the goddess.
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“

So when Connor brought the drums to belly dancing, that night I sat down at the big one. I
started drumming. And all of a sudden I was gone. Like I fell down and I was stretched out, left

my body altogether. I was gone. It scared a lot of the women there. It didn’t scare me. I felt
completely safe the whole time. I journeyed. I saw my grandmother, my mother’s father’s mother,
and she was standing there with her hands outstretched to me like she was ready to receive me or
something. But when I went to touch her, she moved back and rebuffed me. ‘No,’ she said, ‘no.
You mustn’t touch me. It’s not your time to come over. It’s not your time.’ And so I knew then. I
knew I would be safe.

“

So that was the beginning of the drums for me. The next
year, 1989, I went to the first Long Dance. I drummed on

Connor’s drums, but I didn’t have the same experience. Later
that same year, I got my first personal drum, a hand drum.
Kathy Dempsey knew I was looking for a frame drum. She
knew an older native woman out at Neah Bay; she told me I
might try to get her to make me a drum. When I called out
there, I told the woman my name. She said, ‘Oh. I know. I
already made your drum. I have it here for you.’ And then
she delivered it to my house. She already had it made before
I even asked her!

“

Then in 1990, I got Otter Woman. By this time, we had started a monthly drum circle for women,
the Wakan Olympic Drum Circle, which kept going until 1994. Kathy Dempsey said she had a

steer hide she would donate for a mother drum for our drum circle. And she said, ‘We will need a
Keeper of the Drum.’ And right as she said that, it was like a bell. I heard spirit say right then, right in
my ear, ‘That’s you.’ And then Kathy said, ‘And I think that should be Billie Swegle.’ And I said, ‘Yes,
it’s me.’ And so I became Keeper of Otter Woman.

“

We took the hide to a drum company in Bellingham. Later

that spring Kate Hawkstone and I went to get Otter Woman.

When we walked into that building, the man said, ‘Oh your
drum’s over there.’ He pointed to a room. Kate and I walked
into that room, and we walked right straight to Otter Woman.
We knew our drum right away. She called us to her. And when
we looked at the skin, one side had the outline of Otter, and
that’s how she came to be Otter Woman.
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“

So then I brought Otter Woman home, and right away, I laid her on the bed, and there was this
pulsing heartbeat of the drum. I could feel it through the house. And the drum would speak to

me. She told me her name and instructions for how to play her. She is to be played only by women,
and each woman is to use only one beater. She is a woman’s community drum and not to be
taken where there are men. One side of her is for drum circle and one side is for Long Dance. It’s
evolved over the years, like feeding the drum. I give her tobacco and cornmeal, and it nourishes
her. And I always smudge

her before we drum. She likes to be played, played by women.

I just thought, well she’s speaking to me in that way, it just comes into my awareness.

“

So we drummed on Otter Woman at drum circle that year until Long Dance, and in 1990 I took
her to Long Dance. It was only the second Long Dance. We started with Connor’s mother Taos

drum for half the night and then switched over to Otter Woman. She let me know, at Long Dance,
she wants to travel the Medicine Wheel, just like we do when we dance. She started in the East,
and every year she sits in the direction we dance in until the next year.

“

Before we switched, I was drumming on the big Taos drum, and it happened again. I went to the
Spirit World.

I was gone for quite awhile. And once again it frightened other women

because at that time, I still didn’t know how to journey; I hadn’t yet learned the tools to do that safely
and come back. I didn’t know how to ask for information that could help us. But I was not afraid. My
guides were there, not animal guides, but my spirit guides, and they told me, ‘We’ve been waiting for
you a long time. Where have you been?’ And I knew they were my protectors. I knew I was safe.
And the women took care of me. They hung on to my feet and put rocks over my heart and in my
hands to keep me grounded, and someone cradled my head. But it was a big deal because some
of the women were frightened. This hadn’t happened before at Long Dance. And we had big talks
about it. It caused quite an uproar. And later, I learned the shaman’s tools for journeying. I learned to
do this work in a safe way. And that was the beginning of doing intentional journey work. I knew from
my very first contact with drums that drumming would change me life. It did.”

S

o every year, since 1990, Grandma brings Otter Woman to Long Dance. On the night
of the Long Night, Otter Woman is set up in the center of all the other drums, in the place of

honor, in the direction the women dance into that particular year. And after the women process
into the danceground singing the Long Dance songs, and after each one states her intention for
the Dance, and after Grandma offers a prayer of blessing, she takes her special drumstick and
begins the long night of drumming, drumming our intentions into being. Grandma Billie Sockwomyn
awakens Otter Woman. And Otter Woman is the first drum voice, and Otter Woman holds the
heartbeat

all night long.

t
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W

omen come and go throughout Long Night, taking up the drumsticks one by one, to join
Grandma. And over the years, a lot of women have found the heartbeat, standing in the

night, drumming on Otter Woman. One morning at dawn, 13 women stood around Otter Woman
to bring up the sun. And Otter Woman has gathered a lot of power and a lot of voice from all
these women drumming her. But Grandma never leaves her. All night long Grandma stays with the
drum, stays with Otter Woman. Together, Grandma and Otter Woman keep the heartbeat through
the Long Night. And when the dawn finally comes

Grandma makes the signal, and the other

women gathered around the drum leave off. One by one the raised drumsticks pause and are laid
to rest. Until finally, at last, only Grandma keeps the heartbeat, only Grandma brings the voice of
Otter Woman to the women, to the new day. And then, in that one moment when the sun rises in
the East, Grandma’s drum stick stops. Otter Woman is silent. The Long Night is over.

B

esides Keeper of Otter Woman, Grandma Billie is also a pipe carrier. She carries the ceremonial
pipe for Long Dance as well as her own personal pipe. For some years, people asked her about

becoming a pipe carrier, but Grandma knew the pipe was a big responsibility that involved a lot of
sacred work. “Not me,” she said, “I’m not ready. I don’t feel worthy.” And then in 1994, during a
meditation, Grandma had a vision. Coming down the beach towards her was a Native American
elder and in his hands he held out a pipe for her. Later, looking through a book, Grandma Billie saw
her pipe, a Cherokee pipe exactly like the one the elder held out to her, and she realized he was
one of her ancestors. She had discovered that both her mother’s mother and her mother’s father’s
mother were Cherokee. She understood it was time to take up the pipe.

That

was in 1994. In 1999, Pam Whitewolf gifted a ceremonial pipe her son had made to Connor.
Connor knew the pipe was not for her, and she gifted it to Grandma Billie. This became the Long
Dance pipe. Through traveling on the drums, Grandma discovered the pipe ceremonies and songs
for both of her pipes, as well as Spirit Feather, the name of the ceremonial pipe, which is only ever
smoked at Long Dance.

“

The first time I filled the pipe with prayers and tobacco

I lit it and passed it around the

circle. The pipe kept going out. The women kept trying to light the pipe, but it would not light.

Finally Connor said, ‘Grandma, I think no one is supposed to smoke that pipe but you.’ And so we
learned to pass the pipe the way we do, unlit, around the circle of women, for each woman to sit
with and hold. And then at the end, I smoke the pipe to send our prayers up in smoke.

“

And I think it is profound how the male and the female energies live in our pipe, how our pipe
came to be made by a young man for use by a woman, because he made that pipe

especially as a woman’s pipe, and when he heard it became a woman’s community pipe, that
young man was really happy.”
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G

randma Billie has stepped into service through many different Long Dance roles. In addition
to holding the Long Dance pipe and the mother drum, Grandma lights candles every day

and makes prayers for the women of Long Dance, particular prayers for particular women, as well
as prayers for the safety and continuation of Long Dance….that land will be found, that women
will step up to facilitate, that whatever is needed will come to the circle. Like the frontier women
who sent a hot coal home with the families who stayed over to visit, nurturing and sharing the
hearth flame

upon which every home depended, Grandma tends the flame of Long Dance

all year long, and all the other women rely on the certainty of her commitment. Over the years,
besides organizing the drum tent, Grandma has facilitated the making of intention necklaces,
creating the Long Night danceground, creating and leading the Renewal Lodge purification ritual,
greeting women and welcoming newbies. She has facilitated Giveaway, Crone Initiation and
served in every role for Maiden Ceremony.

G

randma Billie continues to mentor women through the life passage following menopause and
conducts ceremonies to initiate new Crones. Crone Initiation is often tailored to meet the

dreams and needs of individual women. In whatever personal way is devised, it is an opportunity to
walk intentionally through the 13 moons of a year and review The Wheel of a Woman’s Life, the gifts,
lessons and wisdom that accrue during a particular walk through the years. It is a com-mitment to
examine what it means to step up as an elder

for yourself and for your community.

I

n 1990, Billie herself went through both Maiden and Crone Ceremony. This was two years after she
became a menopausal woman. In 1988, Billie was 50 years old. Her connection to the goddess

had been awakened through sacred dance. She had just met Connor and begun to renew her
ancestral connection to the drums. She did not yet know of the work women were remembering,
the old ways of honoring the blood mysteries. But Billie became aware that her changing time was
near. For some reason, she felt compelled to collect her menstrual blood. “It was old blood,” she
says, “tired and dark.” She trusted her intuition and followed the inner voice that told her what to
do. She collected her blood

and then walked outside into the backyard and poured her blood

around the cherry tree out there. Grandma weeps remembering.
“After all those years of not honoring my blood, I was told to do this.
And I did honor my blood, and it was my very last blood.”

M

aiden Ceremony was created as a way to honor the first blood of
a woman. Any woman whose first bleeding was not celebrated

as a young woman is welcomed regardless of her age. Year after year
at Long Dance, women receiving the blessings of this ceremony weep
to be so honored, to remember who they are, to take their place in the
long line of “those who bleed without dying.” The women of Long
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Dance sing for the honoring, sing for the remembrance, sing for the sorrow and the ecstasy. The
women of Long Dance sing for the healing of those who were never so honored, and they sing to
welcome the maidens. Through this ritual, all the women join together to renew the chain of
connection from our ancestors to those of the 7th generation to come.

“

In 1998, I turned 60. And in my meditations, I received the information that I should do Giveaway.
So I walked around my house, and I gathered things to give away. And there was a voice that

told me I would need 72 gifts. So I walked around until I had 72 things I was ready to let go of. And I
didn’t know it at the time, but it turned out that was the year we had 72 women at Long Dance
I was told how many gifts to bring, and I had just the right number!

“

Giveaway is one of the most profound things we do. How we walk around the blanket and the
gift that is meant to come to us, well that’s the one we pick up. And I’ve seen it where women

have brought something they really weren’t ready to give away. And at the end of Giveaway,
there it is waiting for them to take back. And I’ve noticed they weren’t too unhappy about that.
This Innana I wear around my neck, this is my treasure. Twice I’ve given her away. Twice she has
come back.

“

It can be very difficult. It can be a struggle to sit with what’s important to keep in your life and
what’s important to let go of. Giveaway is in trust. Trusting ourselves, trusting the not always

knowing, trusting the struggle of non-attachment, the wrenching of letting go of something we
love, trusting that the woman who needs that gift will receive it. Trusting that what we need will be
there for us, trusting that the right gift will appear

Trusting that if we make space, if we make

an opening, something we need, something that will change, or heal or lead us in a new path,
something that is especially right for us at that time will appear.

“

There’s this dance between what’s given and what’s received. It’s such an important practice.
Letting go, doing the Giveaway, makes an opening. It’s a deep, profound practice, a deep,

profound ceremony. It’s a very serious thing.”

F

or me, Long Dance is my Spiritual New Year. It’s the beginning of the year, renewal. I go with an
empty bowl

and it fills me up. I come home to live my life with the intentions I set forth at

Long Dance.” Grandma is taken for a moment by the power and the impact of what happens for
her at Long Dance, the depth of her belief and commitment to this way of walking. She has tears.
“Being a nurse, my whole life was lived by the clock. I wore a wristwatch, and I used it every day.
At Long Dance, it’s like living out of time, being in a time warp. It feels like a long, long time, much
more than what is really spent. It’s a place between the worlds, between the place I live my life, a
time of living and working in community with women and a place of living in the heart in
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communion with the divine
and the beloved. Especially
during Long Night, when I’m
drumming, it’s just one long
continuous prayer. It’s a prayer
for me, all night long. My family,
the people I love, Long Dance,
the women, my community, the people I work with,
the world, Mother Earth.

“

Having my intention bundles around my neck,
feeling that presence of prayers close to my

body, close to my heart. It awakens memories in our
bones. Old, old memories of a time when women
did the sacred ceremonies and were priestesses,
and we drummed and gathered together. We
awaken the voices of our ancestors, and they come
through us, through the dance and the songs and
the drums. And the way we do this, we are making
memories for the ones that come after. Its’ just very
important that we do the ceremonies to honor the
earth, to honor ourselves. It’s just so important. It’s
how we take our place and keep the connection
going between the ancestors and the ones who are
coming.

“

It’s just so important,” she reiterates. Grandma’s
passion rises and the words pour forth. “If we

don’t remember, then who will? Making these
ceremonies, creating Long Dance, it validates our
lives, gives our purpose. And Long Dance may seem
like a little thing. It may seem small. But it isn’t! It is a
huge thing! And it’s so important. It’s been
happening for 16 years, done entirely by women
who step forward to carry it. It’s truly amazing how
the essence of what comes out of it, that
relationship to spirit, how it’s carried on, when you
consider the work. Women have a longing. I’ve seen
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it, a longing for each other, to be in circles of women. They are hungry to find a place, to do
sacred ceremony, to know who they are. We build incredible friendships. We make connections
and important relationships through Long Dance.

“

Over the years, so many women have been here. I’ve seen how it changes lives. I know the
impact. We open a place in ourselves. We come together, and Long Dance is like this huge

lodge over top of everything. And we live inside it together for five or six days. We come together
and we set this up; we do this for ourselves, for each other. Many women have never had that,
and they feel empowered. It honors the divine feminine that has been lost in so much of the
patriarchal society we live in. Our body is our first teacher, and our body is our last teacher. The
body is the temple of the soul. It’s like that saying I love so much: ‘We are not human beings having
a spiritual experience; we are spiritual beings having a human experience.’ Without the drums and
Long Dance, I wouldn’t be who I am.”
Please do not reproduce or share this manuscript without permission.
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